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1 OHIO: (U) On 18 May, a man pled guilty to attempting to
provide material support to ISIS and planning an attack
at a synagogue in Toledo. [pg. 6]

6 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) On 18 May, officers from the
UK’s Met CT Command arrested two men on suspicion
of dissemination of terrorist publications. [pg. 15]

2 CALIFORNIA: (U) On 24 May, a man was sentenced to
1
prison as well as ordered to pay restitution for throwing
a firebomb into a Republican group’s office on 31 May
2020. [pg. 15]

7 GERMANY: (U) On 20 May, the trial of a man accused of
1
plotting to attack prominent politicians while posing as a
Syrian refugee, began. He was arrested in 2017 while
trying to retrieve a Nazi-era pistol. [pg. 8]

3

8 ITALY: (U) On 20 May, police seized weapons, Nazi
flags, and fascist memorabilia after searching the
homes of 25 people belonging to the “Last Legion,” a
white supremacist movement. [pg. 9]

AUSTRALIA: (U) On 25 May, a man appeared in a local
court after being extradited from Victoria for allegedly
recruiting on behalf of ISIS. [pg. 7]

4 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) On 20 May, three men were
sentenced to a combined 14 years in prison after
pleading guilty to terrorism offenses. [pg. 7]

9 TUNISIA: (U) On 17 May, Tunisian military and security
units announced they killed five individuals from the
AQIM-affiliated ‘Uqbah Bin Nafi Battalion (UBN).
[pg. 9]

5 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) On 21 May, a man was
sentenced to prison after pleading guilty to terrorism
and firearms offenses. [pg. 8]

10 WORLDWIDE: (U) On 17 May, pro-ISIS Hadm al-Aswar
(Demolishing the Fences) Media Foundation released
a video profiling both official and unofficial ISIS media
outlets. [pg. 10]

SPOTLIGHT SUMMARY
(U) FBI AND DHS’ STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT AND DATA ON DOMESTIC TERRORISM (DT): In mid-May,
FBI and DHS released a report providing their strategic intelligence assessments on domestic terrorism, a detailed
discussion of their procedures and methods that address domestic terrorist threats, and data on domestic terrorist incidents
and investigations. The threat posed by international and domestic threat actors has evolved significantly since 9/11. The
report stated the greatest terrorism threat to the homeland the US faces today is posed by lone offenders, often radicalized
online, who look to attack soft targets with easily accessible weapons. (FBI)
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(U) This section provides a comprehensive look at a terrorist

group(s) or leader(s), and/or CT tools and literature.

(U) FBI and DHS’ Strategic Intelligence Assessment and Data on Domestic Terrorism (DT)
(U) In mid-May, FBI and DHS released a report providing their strategic intelligence assessments on domestic terrorism, a

detailed discussion of their procedures and methods that address domestic terrorist threats, and data on domestic terrorist
incidents and investigations. The threat posed by international and domestic threat actors has evolved significantly since
9/11. The report stated the greatest terrorism threat to the homeland the US faces today is posed by lone offenders, often
radicalized online, who look to attack soft targets with easily accessible weapons. Many of these violent extremists are
motivated and inspired by a mix of socio-political goals and personal grievances against their targets.
(U) Summary
(U) From fiscal year (FY) 2015 through FY 2019, approximately 846 DT subjects were arrested by or in coordination with
the FBI, as follows: in FY 2015, approximately 211 DT subjects were arrested, with 130 subjects charged federally and
81 subjects charged with state/local charges; in FY 2016, approximately 229 DT subjects were arrested, with 169 subjects
charged federally and 60 subjects charged with state/local charges; in FY 2017, approximately 186 DT subjects were
arrested, with 109 subjects charged federally and 77 subjects charged with state/local charges; in FY 2018, approximately
113 DT subjects were arrested, with 54 subjects charged federally, 52 subjects charged with state/local charges, and
7 subjects charged with both federal and state/local charges; and in FY 2019, approximately 107 DT subjects were arrested,
with 63 subjects charged federally, 42 subjects charged with state/local charges, and 2 subjects charged with both federal
and state/local charges.
(U) DT Related Products Produced
(U) From 2015 through 2019, the FBI produced more than 4,000 DT-related intelligence products. The FBI does not have the
data to determine the number of intelligence products associated with each DT investigative classification because the FBI
instead tracks intelligence production by program. From 2016 to 2019, DHS produced 67 DT-related intelligence products
and 1,068 DT-related raw intelligence reports. The DHS does not have reliable data dating back prior to 2016 on this topic.
(U) Criteria and Methodology to Identify or Assign Terrorism Classifications to FBI DT Investigations
(U) While classifications, or categories, helped the FBI better understand the criminal actors they pursue, the FBI recognized
actors’ motivations vary, are nuanced, and sometimes are derived from a blend of socio-political goals or personal
grievances. Currently, the US government broadly divides the DT threat among the following threat categories:

Racially or Ethnically Motivated Violent Extremism (RMVE): This threat encompasses the potentially unlawful
use or threat of force or violence in furtherance of ideological agendas derived from bias, often related to race or
ethnicity, held by the actor against others or a given population group. RMVEs purport to use both political and religious
justifications to support their racially- or ethnically-based ideological objectives and criminal activities.

■■ (U)

Anti-Government or Anti-Authority Violent Extremism (AGAAVE): This threat encompasses the potentially
unlawful use or threat of force or violence in furtherance of ideological agendas, derived from anti-government
or anti-authority sentiment, including opposition to perceived economic, social, or racial hierarchies, or perceived
government overreach, negligence, or illegitimacy. This threat category includes the subcategories of Anarchist Violent
Extremists (AVEs), Militia Violent Extremists (MVEs), Sovereign Citizen Violent Extremists (SCVEs), and Puerto Rican
National Violent Extremists.

■■ (U)

Animal Rights/Environmental Violent Extremism: This threat encompasses the potentially unlawful use or threat
of force or violence in furtherance of ideological agendas by those seeking to end or mitigate perceived cruelty, harm, or
exploitation of animals and/or the perceived exploitation or destruction of natural resources and the environment.

■■ (U)
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Abortion-Related Violent Extremism: This threat encompasses the potentially unlawful use or threat of force or
violence in furtherance of ideological agendas relating to abortion, including individuals who advocate for violence in
support of either pro-life or pro-choice beliefs.

■■ (U)

All Other Domestic Terrorism Threats: This category encompasses threats involving the potentially unlawful use
or threat of force or violence in furtherance of ideological agendas which are not otherwise defined under or primarily
motivated by one of the other DT threat categories. Such agendas could flow from, but are not limited to, a combination of
personal grievances and beliefs, including those described in the other DT threat categories. Some actors in this category
may also carry bias related to religion, gender, or sexual orientation.

■■ (U)

(U) Strategic Intelligence Assessment for 2017
(U) In 2017, domestic violent extremists (DVEs) remained a persistent source of violence, with RMVEs advocating for the
superiority of the white race and AGAAVEs—primarily AVEs, MVEs, and SCVEs—presenting the greatest threats of violence.
RMVEs were the primary sources of lethal and significant violence, with lone offenders conducting lethal attacks against
targets of opportunity, using non-complex tactics and accessible weapons. The FBI and DHS assessed broad drivers of
domestic violent extremism, including perceptions of or responses to government activity, and social, political, and economic
conditions, continued to feed a consistent level of domestic violent extremism, although trends within individual extremist
movements remained dynamic.
(U) DVE activity in 2017 consisted primarily of attacks or threatening behavior against accessible targets or individuals,
using weapons acquired with relative ease, including firearms and bladed weapons, or unsophisticated tactics such as
physical assaults. Law enforcement and racial minorities were the prevalent DVE targets in 2017, with race providing a
principal focus for RMVEs espousing the superiority of the white race, and law enforcement and government continuing to
represent key targets of interest for AGAAVEs, specifically MVEs and SCVEs. Numerous violent encounters also took place
between perceived ideological opponents. In 2017, DVEs conducted five lethal attacks using bladed weapons, firearms, and
a vehicular ramming that resulted in the deaths of eight individuals. Of those lethal incidents, RMVEs were responsible for
four attacks resulting in seven deaths, and MVEs, a subset of the AGAAVE threat category, conducted one attack resulting
in one death. Of the four attacks conducted by RMVEs, RMVEs espousing the superiority of the white race conducted two
attacks resulting in two deaths, and RMVEs who used racism or injustice in American society to justify their use of violence
conducted the other two attacks resulting in five deaths.
(U) Strategic Intelligence Assessment for 2018
(U) In 2018, FBI and DHS assessed DVEs posed a persistent and evolving threat of violence, with RMVEs advocating for
the superiority of the white race and AGAAVEs, specifically SCVEs, engaging in lethal attacks. Abortion-Related Violent
Extremists, Animal Rights/Environmental Violent Extremists, and Puerto Rican National Violent Extremists, which is a subset
of the AGAAVE threat category—also caused harm and economic damage through criminal acts of property destruction
and arson. The six fatal DVE attacks in 2018 underscored how DVEs acting as lone offenders continued to advance their
extremist ideologies by engaging in lethal attacks and acts of violence against targets of opportunity, using rudimentary
tactics and readily accessible weapons. DVEs were primarily enabled by their use of the internet, including social media
platforms, which has increasingly enabled individuals to radicalize online and engage other DVEs without having to join
organized groups.
(U) In 2018, DVE lone offenders conducted six lethal attacks using bladed weapons, firearms, and violent assaults that

resulted in the deaths of 17 individuals. Of those lethal incidents, RMVEs advocating for the superiority of the white race were
responsible for five attacks resulting in 16 deaths, and an SCVE, a subset of the AGAAVE threat category, was responsible
for one attack resulting in one death. MVEs, a subset of the AGAAVE threat category, continued to espouse violent rhetoric,
often lacking intent or credibility, to engage in violence against Muslims, political activists, and protestors to protect their
vision of public safety, such as border-related issues.
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(U) In addition to the previously mentioned 2018 lethal attack conducted by an SCVE in response to law enforcement
actions, SCVEs also engaged in non-lethal criminal activity in response to law enforcement actions and criminal activity
motivated by perceptions that the US government is illegitimate, including identity and financial fraud, property theft, and
attempts to institute sovereign citizen “common law.” AVEs, another subset of the AGAAVE threat category, conducted
criminal acts and may have used improvised incendiary devices to target law enforcement and others during confrontations.
(U) An expansive set of factors, including responses to government activity, in addition to social, economic, and political
conditions, was assessed to very likely contribute to inspire DVE radicalization, target selection, and mobilization in violation
of federal law. As DVE attacks, plot disruptions, and other criminal acts reflected persistent aspirations for large-scale or
mass-casualty acts of violence by lone offenders, the FBI continued to work with state and local law enforcement partners
to sustain and enhance collaborative efforts to mitigate the DVE threat. Both FBI and DHS continued efforts to publish joint
analytic products to shared stakeholders in this field.
(U) Strategic Intelligence Assessment for 2019
(U) In 2019, FBI and DHS assessed RMVEs, primarily those advocating for the superiority of the white race, likely would
continue to be the most lethal DVE threat to the Homeland. FBI and DHS agencies had high confidence in this assessment
based on the demonstrated capability of RMVEs in 2019 to select weapons and targets to conduct attacks, and the
effectiveness of online RMVE messaging calling for increased violence. In addition, other DVEs likely would continue to
engage in non-lethal violence and other criminal activity, and DVE reactions to socio-political events and conditions could
increase attacks. The year 2019 represented the most lethal year for DVE attacks since 1995, with five separate DVE
attacks resulting in 32 deaths, 24 of which occurred during attacks conducted by RMVEs advocating for the superiority of the
white race.
(U) Themes like “gamification” and “accelerationism” partly inspired some of the attacks in 2019 and likely will continue to
inspire future plots. Gamification is a term where fatality counts in attacks are referred to as “scores,” as the actor desires
to accomplish “achievements” or high kill counts. Messaging from RMVEs espousing the superiority of the white race has
furthered this narrative by framing previous attacks as resulting in a “score.” In addition, widely disseminated propaganda
in online forums and encrypted chat applications that espouse similar themes regarding kill counts could inspire future
attackers to mobilize faster or attempt increasingly lethal and more sophisticated attacks. These online forums and chat
applications also reference accelerationism, a belief amongst some neo-Nazi and/or fascist RMVEs that the current system
is irreparable, without apparent political solutions, and hence violent action is needed to precipitate societal collapse to start
a race war.
(U) Both FBI and DHS assessed DVEs likely would continue to focus on attacking soft targets and use gamification to
encourage higher fatality attacks. The propagation of accelerationism almost certainly would perpetuate the threat from
RMVEs who espouse the superiority of the white race. Political disagreements within the US could present opportunities for
DVEs to engage in violence against individuals perceived to have opposing ideologies, prominent political or public figures,
or members of the media covering these events.
(U) NCTC ensures its analytic work in support of FBI and DHS as the lead domestic counterterrorism agencies is fully
consistent with the NCTC’s statutory authorities and undertaken in accordance with Attorney General-approved guidelines
for the protection of US person information, in consultation with agency legal counsel and privacy and civil liberties officers.
The NCTC’s domestic counterterrorism support to FBI and DHS focuses on trends, threats, and actors who have committed
or attempted to commit crimes determined by these partners to come within the pertinent definition of DT, following the same
spectrum of threats as FBI and DHS partners. NCTC is not authorized to and does not collect, access, obtain, or maintain
information concerning US persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment or the
lawful exercise of other Constitutional rights. (FBI)
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(U) This section consists of in-depth counterterrorism press

articles including context and background information.

JCAT: (U) Houses of worship and other faith-based facilities
will likely continue to be potential targets for terrorists.
Enhanced communication, coordination, and training
among federal entities, state, local, tribal, and territorial
first responder agencies, religious community groups, and
private sector partners can improve security protocols,
increase awareness of suspicious activity indicators, and
ultimately improve the ability to detect, deter, and disrupt
potential plots. Because religious-related events and
structures—and those who attend or occupy them (clergy,
staff members, and congregations)—are potentially at
risk, first responders are also encouraged to look for and
develop engagement opportunities or expand existing
programs and relationships with religious community
leaders and congregations in their jurisdiction. Engagement
supports information exchange that can increase safety
by ensuring reporting, vetting, and investigation of local
threats or suspicious activities, and that all partners are
aware of the current local threat picture.

OHIO: (U) Man Pleads Guilty to Planning an
Attack at Toledo Synagogue

(U) On 18 May,

USPER

Damon M. Joseph, a.k.a. Abdullah
Ali Yusuf, 23, of Holland, OH, pled guilty to attempting to
provide material support to ISIS and planning an attack at a
synagogue in Toledo, OH.
■■ (U)

In September 2018, Joseph engaged in a series
of online conversations with several undercover FBI
agents, where he repeatedly stated and affirmed his
support for ISIS and produced propaganda he believed
was to be used for ISIS recruitment efforts.

■■ (U)

On 4 December 2018, Joseph met with an
undercover FBI agent and discussed conducting a
mass shooting at a synagogue. Joseph identified
two synagogues in Toledo as potential targets and
discussed the types of weapons he believed would
inflict mass casualties. Joseph provided the undercover
agent a list of firearms he wanted, which included an
AR-15, AK-47, Glock handgun, and ammunition.

(U) For more information, refer to the First Responder’s
Toolboxes “Threats Against Religious Facilities and
Adherents Highlight Importance of Religious Community
Outreach” (28 June 2019) that can be found on the JCAT
Special Interest Group (SIG) on FBI’s Law Enforcement
Enterprise Portal (LEEP), JCAT tab on the Emergency
Services (ES) and Intelligence COI on Homeland Security
Information Network (HSIN), and JCAT ODNI website.

On 6 December 2018, Joseph met with the
undercover FBI agent to discuss his plans. Joseph
stated that he wanted to kill a rabbi, wrote the name
and address of the synagogue where the attack was to
occur, and claimed he conducted research to determine
when the Jewish sabbath was so more people would be
present. Later in the day, the undercover FBI agent told
Joseph he purchased rifles for the attack.

■■ (U)

■■ (U)

On 7 December 2018, Joseph took possession
of a black duffel bag containing two semi-automatic
rifles provided by the undercover FBI agent and was
then arrested.

■■ (U)

Joseph is scheduled to be sentenced on
14 September and faces a maximum sentence of life in
prison. (DOJ)

(U) For previous reporting on

USPER

Damon M. Joseph,
please see the 13 February 2019 edition of this publication.
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AUSTRALIA: (U) Authorities Extradite Man to
New South Wales Following CT Arrest

UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Three Men Sentenced
for Terrorism Offenses

Mohammed Tahir, 19, UKPERMuhammed
Saeed, 23, and
Mohamed Ismail, 23, were sentenced
to a combined 14 years in prison after they pled guilty to
terrorism offenses.

(U) On 25 May, AUSPERMohamed Zuhbi, 30, appeared in a

(U) On 20 May,

UKPER

UKPER

local court in Sydney, Australia, after being extradited from
Victoria, Australia, for allegedly recruiting on behalf of ISIS.
■■ (U)

Zuhbi is facing one count of knowingly giving
support/resources to a terrorist organization, one count
of incursions into a foreign state with the intention to
engage in a hostile activity, three counts of providing
support for another person to engage in a hostile
activity in a foreign state, and one count of entering, or
remaining in, declared areas.

On 20 May, Tahir was sentenced to five years
in prison after being found guilty of one count of
disseminating a terrorist publication, contrary to
section 2 of the Terrorism Act (TACT) 2006. Saeed was
sentenced to five years in prison after being found guilty
of five counts of possessing an article connected with
the commission, preparation, or instigation of an act of
terrorism, contrary to section 57(1) of the TACT 2000.
Ismail was sentenced to four years in prison after being
found guilty of two counts of disseminating a terrorist
publication, contrary to section 2 of the TACT 2006.

■■ (U)

■■ (U) Australian

Federal Police’s (AFP) Counter Terrorism
and Special Investigations Command officers arrested
Zuhbi on 8 May at Melbourne International Airport in
Melbourne, Australia, upon his return from Turkey. He
was deported from Turkey after serving an 18-month
prison sentence for joining ISIS. AFP sought the arrest
warrant following a New South Wales Joint Counter
Terrorism Team investigation into Zuhbi’s alleged travel
from Sydney to Turkey in 2013.

Between August and December 2019, the three
men spoke to each other in internet chat groups and
sent messages expressing Islamist extremist views.
Tahir, Saeed, and Ismail posted extremist material in
the chat groups including ISIS propaganda, execution
videos, and publications showing different ways to
commit terror attacks. In one conversation, Saeed
spoke about conducting a terrorist attack in London,
UK, with a knife.

■■ (U)

■■ (U) Authorities

alleged Zuhbi traveled from Turkey to
Syria, where he allegedly facilitated the travel of foreign
terrorist fighters to support ISIS. (AFP)

(U) For previous reporting on AUSPERMohamed Zuhbi, please

On 30 December 2019, the UK Met PD’s CT
Command arrested the three men with support from
CT Police North West and the Eastern Region Special
Operations Unit. (UK CT POLICING)

■■ (U)

see the 12 May 2021 edition of this publication.

UKPER
Mohammed Tahir,
Muhammed Saeed, and UKPERMohamed Ismail, please
see the 15 January 2020 edition of this publication.

(U) For previous reporting on
UKPER
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UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Man Sentenced for
Terrorism and Firearms Offenses

(U) On 21 May,

UKPER

John Raymond Nimmo, 32, was
sentenced to 10 years and 2 months in prison after he pled
guilty to terrorism and firearms offenses.

GERMANY: (U) Trial Begins for ‘Refugee’ Soldier
Over ‘Far-Right’ Attack Plot

(U) On 20 May, the trial of Franco Albrecht, 32, accused of
plotting to attack prominent politicians while posing as a
Syrian refugee, began. Albrecht was arrested in 2017 while
trying to retrieve a Nazi-era pistol he had hidden in a toilet
at the Vienna International Airport in Vienna, Austria.

■■ (U)

In May 2020, Nimmo pled guilty to one count of
possession of a document likely to be useful to a
person committing or preparing an act of terrorism
contrary to section 58 of the Terrorism Act 2000; one
count of publishing or distributing a terrorist publication
contrary to section 2 of the Terrorism Act 2006; one
count of encouraging terrorism contrary to section
1 of the Terrorism Act 2006; one count of distributing
material with intent to stir up racial hatred contrary to
section 19 of the Public Order Act 1986; and one count
of distributing material with intent to stir up religious
hatred contrary to section 29C of the Public Order
Act 1986.

■■ (U) Albrecht

was accused of plotting “a serious act of
violence that endangers the state,” fraud, and illegally
possessing weapons and explosives.

■■ (U) According

to prosecutors, Albrecht took weapons
and explosives from the German army in order to
conduct an attack on targets including high-ranking
politicians, such as then-Justice Minister Heiko Maas.

■■ (U) Albrecht

posed as a Syrian refugee in an attempt
to “redirect suspicion onto asylum seekers in Germany
in the subsequent investigations.” According to a court
ruling from 2019, Albrecht believed immigration was
a form of genocide. He also owned a copy of Adolf
Hitler’s book “Mein Kampf.”

Nimmo was arrested in August 2019 as part of an
investigation into “right-wing” terrorism online and was
later charged in December 2019. In addition, following
a separate investigation by Northumbria Police, Nimmo
was also charged with the possession of a prohibited
firearm. He pled guilty to the firearm offense in October
2020. (UK CT POLICING)

■■ (U)

■■ (U)

The trial’s opening was delayed several times by
questions over which court was competent to hear the
case. If convicted, Albrecht faces up to 10 years in
prison. (FRANCE 24)

(U) Homemade firearms that Nimmo handled found in a co-conspirator’s
home (NORTHUMBRIA PD)
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ITALY: (U) Police Seize Weapons and Nazi Flags
From ‘Far-Right’ Group

(U) On 20 May, Italian police seized weapons, ammunition,
Nazi flags, and fascist memorabilia during an operation
conducted in 18 Italian provinces against the white
supremacist group “Last Legion.”

TUNISIA: (U) Authorities Kill ‘Uqbah Bin Nafi
Battalion (UBN) Amir and Treasurer

(U) On 17 May, Tunisian military and security units
announced they killed five individuals from AQIM-affiliated
UBN, including the group’s leader and treasurer.
■■ (U) Among

the dead was UBN’s amir, Algerian national
‘Abd al-Baqi Bin Ahmad Bin ‘Ammar Buzyan, a.k.a.
Abu Ahmad al-‘Annabi. In 2014, he joined the terrorist
group in the Tunisian mountains. In 2018, he became
amir and was wanted by Algerian security and military
units for his intention to participate in several terrorist
operations in Algeria.

Officers searched the homes of 25 people belonging
to the Last Legion, a white supremacist movement
trying to build a new fascist party. The search was
conducted on the suspicion that Last Legion members
were “spreading hatred on the internet against Muslims,
homosexual people, and Jews.”

■■ (U)

■■ (U) According

■■ (U) Algerian

to police, group members openly
identified themselves as fascists and advocated
violence as a way to solve political conflict. In addition,
Last Legion members also denied the existence of the
COVID-19 pandemic, calling it a plot by financial and
religious lobbies.

national al-Sassi Bin Jilani Salubah,
a.k.a. ‘Ammi ‘Issa, 61, was also killed in the operation.
In 2014, he joined UBN and served as the group’s
treasurer. Salubah was also wanted by Algerian security
and military units.

■■ (U)

Tunisian forces also killed three other UBN
members, including Talib Bin Muhammad Bin
‘Abd al-Rahman Yahyawi, a.k.a. Abu Jaser, 39;
Tariq Bin Muhammad Bin Sahrawi al-Salimi, a.k.a.
Abu Sayf and al-Sahrawi, 35; and Badr al-Din Bin
Muhammad al-Jum‘i Bin Salih Wanisi, a.k.a. Walid, 24.
(TUNISIAN JIHADISM)

■■ (U)

Police stated that although they made no arrests,
they were investigating two people for possession of
unregistered guns. (REUTERS)
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WORLDWIDE: (U) Pro-ISIS Group Profiles
Media Outlets and Promotes Supporting Units
Combating Disinformation in Media War

(U) On 17 May, pro-ISIS Hadm al-Aswar (Demolishing
the Fences) Media Foundation released a video profiling
both official and unofficial ISIS media outlets. It also
promoted itself and fellow supporting units for combating
disinformation in the “media war.”
■■ (U)

The video, titled “Even if the Disbelievers Hate It,”
discussed the “media war waged by the enemies.”
In the video, Hadm al-Aswar stated the enemies, in
combination with military action taken against fighters,
sought to “distort their image and turn Muslims away
from supporting them.”
The video identified several ISIS media wings and
their functions, including al-Furqan, al-Hayat, Ajnad,
al-Bayyan Radio, al-Naba, and Maktabat al-Himmah.
Some of the unofficial units that support ISIS were also
mentioned, including al-Battar, al-Taqwa, al-Adiyat,
Morhafat, Sarh al-Khilafa, Dera’ al-Sunni (Sunni Shield),
Tala‘ia al-Ansar, Bank al-Ansar, Aafaq (Electronic
Horizons Foundation), and itself. (HADM AL ASWAR)

■■ (U)
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(U) US Sanctions Senior Houthi

(U) This section informs readers on methods terrorists are

utilizing overseas which could be employed domestically.

(U) Rewards for Justice Solicits

Military Officials Overseeing
Offensive Operations

Information on US Humanitarian
Worker

(U) On 20 May, the US Department of the Treasury’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) sanctioned Houthi senior
military official Muhammad Abd al-Karim al-Ghamari under
Executive Order (E.O.) 13611, while the US Department of
State designated Yusuf al-Madani pursuant to E.O. 13224.

(U) On 25 May, the US Department of State’s Rewards
for Justice Program announced a $5 million reward for
information concerning the kidnapping of USPERCydney
Mizell, who went missing in Afghanistan in 2008.
■■ (U)

In January of 2008, Mizell, a US humanitarian
NGO worker, was abducted by unidentified gunmen in
Kandahar City, Afghanistan, along with her driver. Mizell
was likely killed by her captors in 2008 and may have
been buried in the Kandahar area.

■■ (U) Al-Ghamari

was responsible for orchestrating
attacks by Houthi forces impacting Yemeni civilians.
He was in charge of the large-scale Houthi offensive
against Yemeni government-held territory in Marib
province, Yemen.

■■ (U)

Cydney Mizell lived and worked in Kandahar for
three years supporting Afghan women and children in
need. (REWARDS FOR JUSTICE)

■■ (U)

The Director of OFAC stated “as the senior Houthi
military official, Muhammad Abd al-Karim al-Ghamari
is directly responsible for attacks on infrastructure that
have harmed civilians and now oversees an offensive in
Marib that compounds human suffering.”

■■ (U) Al-Madani

was “designated for the significant risk he
poses of committing acts of terrorism that threaten the
security of US nationals or the national security, foreign
policy, or economy of the US.” He is a Houthi military
leader and the commander of the fifth military zone in
Al Hudaydah, Hajjah, Al Mahwit, and Raymah, Yemen.
(TREAS, DOS)

(U) Rewards for Justice poster (REWARDS FOR JUSTICE)
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(U) GNET Publishes Article on

Evolution of Extremist Groups

Terrorist Propaganda Efforts

(U) On 19 May, researchers at

(U) On 19 May, the Global Network on Extremism and
Technology (GNET) published an article discussing
the evolving propaganda efforts of al-Qa‘ida and ISIS,
identifying that efforts to halt their propaganda online has
had minimal effect.

USPER

George Washington
University published a new study examining the online
evolution of the “Boogaloo” movement and ISIS. The study
covered the ISIS “growth period” from 2014 to 2015 and
the growth of Boogaloo groups in 2020.
■■ (U) According

■■ (U) According

to the researchers, the study determined
that “despite the stark ideological, geographical, and
cultural differences between their forms of extremism,”
the Boogaloo movement’s growth followed the same
mathematical pattern as ISIS. One researcher noted
that even though there may be sociological differences,
extremist groups follow a similar pattern of assembling
and combining into communities, or what they called
“collective chemistry.”

to the article, ISIS used TamTam,
Hoop, Conversation, Riot, and a few other
messaging applications, but eventually moved back to
UKPER
Telegram after being banned from the others. They
have maintained a strong presence throughout the
years due to vetting subscribers, limiting subscribers
to certain channels, and a lack of pro-active banning
by Telegram.
CANPER

■■ (U) Al-Qa‘ida,

on the other hand, was frequently flagged
and had content removed quickly on Telegram, making
it more difficult for them to maintain a propaganda
presence. Therefore, al-Qa‘ida moved to Rocket Chat
and predominantly used its Geo News platform, which
has not been removed since its inception in 2019. The
Geo News platform hosts over 106 media channels
from all of al-Qa‘ida’s branches and affiliates and has
more than 2,000 registered users.

■■ (U)

Data for the study was collected by observing public
online communities on social media platforms. Although
social media platforms have used a combination
of content moderation and promotion of users who
provided counter messaging to control the growth
of online extremism, the study pointed out there are
limitations to both strategies.

■■ (U)

Researchers believed identifying hidden
common patterns, in combination with a rigorous
mathematical description of how they develop,
could help social media platforms slow, disrupt,
and prevent such extremist groups from forming.
(GWU, SCIENCE, NATURE)

■■ (U)

While Rocket Chat had the largest number of
al-Qa‘ida subscribers, they were also found on
USPER
WhatsApp, Riot, Minds, and more.

■■ (U)

The article also stated the creation of pro-al-Qa‘ida
Thabat News Agency, a news aggregator similar to
ISIS’ Nashir News Agency, amplified propaganda
efforts. Thabat ran numerous bots on Telegram,
used free website builders like Yola to disseminate
publications, and even created an Android application
to promote statistics, news, and other media items.
One of the latest propaganda efforts by ISIS was
Nashir News Agency creating groups on USPERLinkedIn
in an attempt to recruit people and spread media.
(GNET)

■■ (U)

(U) For previous reporting on Thabat News Agency’s
Android application, please see the 3 February
2021 edition of this publication.
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■■ (U)

The paper stated that additional research needed
to be conducted regarding how Finnish foreign fighters
acquired access to terrorist groups and how they
were facilitated to conflict zones. In addition, research
on what internet sites were visited and with whom
Finnish jihadist activists communicated needed to be
conducted. (ICCT)

Evolution of Jihadism in Finland
(U) On 19 May, the International Centre for
Counter-Terrorism – The Hague (ICCT) published a
research paper exploring the evolution of jihadism in
Finland. While Finland had limited exposure to and
remained on the periphery of the broader European jihadist
culture, the paper indicated the number of Finnish people
“involved in jihadist activism has increased significantly,
and their internal organization and contacts with
transnational networks and armed groups deepened.”
■■ (U) According

to ICCT, although the Finnish foreign
fighter contingent was small compared to the
likes of Europe’s main jihadist cultures—the UK,
France, Germany, and Belgium—it was a significant
mobilization. With at least 80 adults and 30 children
leaving Finland, mainly between 2012 and 2016,
Finland experienced more departures to a conflict zone
than any other western country when set against the
size of Finland’s Muslim population (approximately
70,000 as of 2015).

(U) Timeline of the evolution of jihadism in Finland (ICCT)

(U) Germany Bans Three Hizballah

Linked Groups

■■ (U)

The paper attributed the increase in jihadist activity
in Finland to the Syrian civil war and rise of ISIS, what
it called “mobilizing factors.” These two factors “acted
as an evolutionary catalyst [and put] Finland on the
radar of various jihadist actors abroad in a heretofore
unseen manner.” In addition, the paper stated that the
number of individuals involved in jihadism doubled, the
level of organization increased as multi-ethnic extremist
networks emerged, and contacts between Finnish
extremists and their counterparts abroad became
more direct. This created a new generation of more
experienced and locally and transnationally connected
jihadi activists in Finland.

(U) On 19 May, Germany’s Minister of the Interior banned
three groups—German Lebanese Family, People for
Peace, and Give Peace—for collecting donations for the
families of Hizballah fighters who died conducting attacks
for the group in Lebanon.
■■ (U)

The groups were associated with the Orphans
Project Lebanon, which was banned in Germany in
2014 for providing Hizballah with millions of dollars.

■■ (U)

German Federal Minister of the Interior Horst
Seehofer said in regards to the bans, “Our security
authorities are awake. Those who support terror will
not be safe in Germany, regardless of the garb in which
their supporters appear. They will not find a place to
retreat in our country.”

■■ (U)

Even though the mobilizing factors of jihadist activity
in Finland have stabilized, the paper suggested that
Finnish jihadist culture would not be extinguished.
According to ICCT, Finland became more visible to
jihadist actors abroad. Finnish foreign fighters took
information about their own societies with them and
potentially functioned as bridge builders between
domestic activists and jihadist networks and actors in
the conflict zones to which they traveled.

■■ (U) Authorities

searched 20 properties operated by the
groups in Bremen, Hamburg, Hesse, Lower Saxony,
North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate, and
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, and seized money,
mobile phones, and other evidence. (DW, BMI)
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(U) Counter ISIS Finance Group

Holds 14th Meeting

(U) On 17 and 18 May, the Counter ISIS Finance Group of
the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS held its 14th meeting to
discuss ongoing efforts to combat ISIS financing worldwide.
The meeting was hosted by the US, Italy, and Saudi
Arabia, and had 50 other member states, observers, and
independent experts join.
■■ (U)

Presenters in the meeting highlighted the terrorist
group’s reliance on “regional money services
businesses” to transfer funds internationally, the focus
of ISIS to fund the release of its detained operatives
and family members, and its extortion and looting of
Syrian and Iraqi populations.
Members also received briefings on ISIS supporters’
abuse of the charitable sector and madrassa networks
in South and Southeast Asia to obtain financial and
material support. Participants discussed how ISIS
branches and networks in Africa used informal funds
transfer mechanisms and engage in looting to support
their extremist activities.

■■ (U)

■■ (U)

Lastly, delegates presented case studies on security
operations against Europe-based ISIS supporters who
raised and transfered funds online, in some cases via
virtual currencies. (TREAS)
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(U) This section includes press articles with

concise summaries for rapid consumption.

3

CALIFORNIA: (U) Palm Desert Man Sentenced To
Prison for Firebomb Attack

(U) On 24 May,

USPER

Carlos Espriu, 24, was sentenced to
five years in prison as well as ordered to pay $5,426 in
restitution for throwing a firebomb into a building on 31 May
2020. In March 2021, Espriu pled guilty to a single federal
count of attempted arson of a building, admitting that he
used a Molotov cocktail in an attempt to destroy the East
Valley Republican Women Federated office in La Quinta,
CA. There were no injuries caused from the fire. (DOJ)

(U) For previous reporting on

(U) On 22 May,

UKPER

Oliver Bel, 24, was sentenced to two
years in prison and one year on license after being found
guilty on 28 April 2021 of collecting information useful
to a person committing or preparing an act of terrorism.
On 15 November 2019, authorities executed a search
warrant at Bel’s house after he made racist and antisemitic
comments online and posted on USPERFacebook that he
wanted to “go on a killing spree.” Police searched his
home and found a copy of the Anarchist Cookbook. During
sentencing, the judge overseeing the case told Bel that
the evidence heard had “showed [his] extreme right-wing
mindset.” (BBC, CHESHIRE, UK CT POLICING)

USPER

Carlos Espriu, please
see the 17 March 2021 edition of this publication.

2

UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Cheshire Man With
‘Extreme Right-Wing Mindset’ Jailed for
Terrorism Offense

UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Two Men Arrested for
Disseminating Terrorist Publications in London

(U) For previous reporting on

UKPER

Oliver Bel, please see
the 28 April 2021 edition of this publication.

(U) On 18 May, officers from the UK Met PD’s CT

Command arrested two men, aged 38 and 33, on suspicion
of dissemination of terrorist publications. Both arrests were
made as part of the same terror probe. The men were
accused of spreading “far-right” extremist material and
police conducted a search of their homes. The two men
were taken to a London, UK, police station for questioning.
(EVENING STANDARD)

4

NEW ZEALAND: (U) Auckland Man on Trial for
Possessing ISIS Material Before Buying Hunting
Knife

(U) On 18 May, lawyers gave opening statements in the
trial of a man from Auckland, New Zealand, accused of
possessing publications promoting acts of terrorism and
subsequently buying a hunting knife. The man, identified as
S., was charged with possessing ISIS material, possessing
an offensive weapon, and failing to comply with a police
search. Some of the material that S. allegedly held included
a publication titled “We came to fill horror everywhere,”
which displayed men dressed in black with assault rifles,
the ISIS flag, and a city on fire. Another publication was
called “What a victory for he who got Shahada,” featuring
a person in black with a machine gun and an ISIS flag. In
August 2018, police arrested S. and seized his electronic
devices. (NZ HERALD)

JCAT: (U) Information available online to potential violent
extremists offers instructions, precursor material lists, and
even explanations on how to conduct attacks or create
a wide range of explosives. This dynamic underscores
the importance of first responder awareness of violent
extremist messaging, as they may encounter the literature
of observe tactics, techniques, and procedures during the
course of their duties.
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7

PERU: (U) Shining Path Militants Reportedly Kill
16 People in Junin Region

(U) On 23 May, Shining Path militants reportedly killed
16 people, including two children, in Valle de los Rios
Apurimac, Ene y Mantaro, Peru. The militants left
pamphlets at the scene of the attack encouraging
Peruvians to refrain from voting in the 6 June presidential
election. According to the Peruvian military, Shining Path
militants labeled such attacks in the past as a form of
“social cleansing.” The US Department of State designated
Shining Path a foreign terrorist organization in October
1997. (REUTERS)

6

FRANCE: (U) Albanian Man Accused of Aiding
Nice Terror Attack Extradited to France

(U) On 20 May, a court in Naples, Italy, approved the
extradition to France of Albanian national Endri Elezi, 28.
On 21 April, Elezi was arrested for allegedly providing
weapons to Mahamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, the terrorist who
drove through a crowd in Nice, France, on 14 July 2016.
During the hearing, Elezi denied the accusations stating
that he “never sold or provided weapons and [he did not]
know any of the people involved.” (EURONEWS)
(U) For previous reporting on Endri Elezi, please see the
28 April 2021 edition of this publication.

GERMANY: (U) Dresden Knife Attacker
Sentenced to Life in Prison

8

(U) On 21 May, a court in Dresden, Germany, sentenced
Syrian national Abdullah A., 21, to life in prison. Abdullah,
who was responsible for the October 2020 fatal knife attack
targeting two German men, had just been released from
prison for a 2018 conviction of promoting ISIS and planning
attacks, and was reportedly on a mission to “kill infidels.”
(DW)

SPAIN: (U) Neo-Nazi Group Releases Poster
Publicizing the Opening of New Regional Branch
and Urges Supporters to Join ‘Nationalist and
Militant Youth’ Organization

(U) On 22 May, neo-Nazi
group Bastion Frontal
announced the opening
of their Castilla-La
Mancha branch. The
group indicated that
the new branch would
cater to members in
cities such as Toledo,
Gudalajara, Ciudad
Real, Cuenca, and
Albacete, Spain. They
also issued a poster
promoting the opening
of the new branch,
providing links to their
various social media
accounts, and asking
(U) Bastion Frontal poster in Spain with
“What are you waiting
user names and contact info removed
for? Join the nationalist (BASTION FRONTAL)
and militant youth.”
(BASTION FRONTAL)

JCAT: (U//FOUO) The First Responder’s Toolbox “Terrorist
Use of Edged Weapons Highlights Need for Enhanced
Awareness by First Responders” (1 March 2017) assessed
edged-weapon attacks will likely continue to be used
by terrorists due to the low risk/high reward, media
attention, and continued online messaging encouraging
opportunistic attacks with readily available weapons.
The product provides indications that an edged-weapon
attack may be terrorism, and provides investigative,
response, training considerations. The product is available
on the JCAT Special Interest Group (SIG) on FBI’s Law
Enforcement Enterprise Portal (LEEP), and the JCAT tab
on the Emergency Services (ES) and Intelligence COI on
Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN).
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ISRAEL: (U) Unidentified UAV Shot Down Along
Israel-Jordan Border

WORLDWIDE: (U) ISIS Releases Al-Naba 287

(U) On 20 May, ISIS released al-Naba 287, which
discussed the Israel and Gaza conflict, noting “those who
distinguish between the Jews and Rejectionists [referring to
Shia Muslims] will not liberate Jerusalem.” The article was
highly critical of the “Shiite resistance” of Iran, Hizballah,
and HAMAS, warning of Iran’s intention to build “a state
from Tehran to Beirut.” Al-Naba also included part two of
its biography on Abu Muhammad al-Furqan, who served
as the head of ISIS’ Central Media Department until his
death in 2016. In addition, al-Naba claimed ISIS-Khorasan
came in third in the number of attacks over the last week
but first in the number of casualties. They also belatedly
claimed the 2 January attacks in Tillaberi, Niger, killing
approximately 100 people and the 21 March attacks in
Tahoua, Niger, killing approximately 130 people. (AL-NABA)

(U) On 18 May, Israel Defense Forces (IDF) claimed

they shot down an unidentified drone approaching the
Israeli-Jordanian border, traveling toward the Emek
HaMa’ayanot Regional Council in northern Israel. IDF
stated it was not clear who was operating the drone, from
where it took off, and whether it was armed with explosives.
(TIMES OF ISRAEL, WSJ)
JCAT: (U) First responders, UAS enthusiasts and vendors,
and the public may encounter suspicious activities,
equipment, or behaviors associated with modification
of UAS1 for nefarious purposes. Early identification of
potential UAS misuse and illegal or malicious modification
is a critical aspect of public safety. UAS appeal to
terrorists, as they are a relatively inexpensive and highly
portable system that can offer tactical advantages—such
as circumventing physical security measures—during
the planning and execution of an attack. The purchase,
possession, or use of UAS and related accessories does
not indicate terrorist activity. Observers should consider
the totality of the circumstances, additional indicators, or
behaviors reasonably indicative of terrorism.
(U) For more information, refer to the First Responder’s
Toolboxes “Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS): Recognizing
Malicious Modification” (16 September 2020) that can be
found on the JCAT Special Interest Group (SIG) on FBI’s
Law Enforcement Enterprise Portal (LEEP), JCAT tab on
the Emergency Services (ES) and Intelligence COI on
Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN), and JCAT
ODNI website.

(U) Al-Naba 287 article on the Israel-Gaza conflict (AL-NABA)
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WORLDWIDE: (U) Al-Qa‘ida Affiliated
Al-Shabaab Issues Statement on Israel and Gaza
Conflict

(U) On 18 May, al-Qa‘ida affiliated al-Shabaab’s al-Kata‘ib
Media Foundation released a statement discussing the
Israel and Gaza conflict. In the statement, al-Shabaab
noted the “Somali mujahideen” stand with the Palestinians
and urged “sons of the Ummah” to “support their oppressed
Muslim brothers in Gaza and the rest of occupied Palestine
with their lives, their wealth, and their supplications.”
(AL-KATA’IB)

(U) First page of Al-Shabaab statement on the Israel-Gaza conflict

(AL KATA’IB)
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US NATIONAL COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER (NCTC)
NCTC serves as the primary organization in the US Government for integrating and analyzing
all intelligence pertaining to terrorism possessed or acquired by the US Government (except
purely domestic terrorism); serves as the central and shared knowledge bank on terrorism
information; provides all-source intelligence support to government-wide counterterrorism
activities; establishes the information technology (IT) systems and architectures within
NCTC and between NCTC and other agencies that enable access to, as well as integration,
dissemination, and use of, terrorism information.
NCTC serves as the principal advisor to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) on
intelligence operations and analysis relating to counterterrorism, advising the DNI on how well
US intelligence activities, programs, and budget proposals for counterterrorism conform to
priorities established by the President.
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